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Abstract

Drugs produce their therapeutic effects by modulating specific targets, and there are 89 innovative targets of first-in-class
drugs approved in 2004–17, each with information about drug clinical trial dated back to 1984. Analysis of the clinical trial
timelines of these targets may reveal the trial-speed differentiating features for facilitating target assessment. Here we
present a comprehensive analysis of all these 89 targets, following the earlier studies for prospective prediction of clinical
success of the targets of clinical trial drugs. Our analysis confirmed the literature-reported common druggability
characteristics for clinical success of these innovative targets, exposed trial-speed differentiating features associated to the
on-target and off-target collateral effects in humans and further revealed a simple rule for identifying the speedy human
targets through clinical trials (from the earliest phase I to the 1st drug approval within 8 years). This simple rule correctly
identified 75.0% of the 28 speedy human targets and only unexpectedly misclassified 13.2% of 53 non-speedy human
targets. Certain extraordinary circumstances were also discovered to likely contribute to the misclassification of some
human targets by this simple rule. Investigation and knowledge of trial-speed differentiating features enable prioritized
drug discovery and development.
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Introduction
Intensive drug discovery effort [1–6] has led to the clinical trials
of hundreds of new targets [7]. During 2004–17, 89 innovative

targets (without approved drug before 2004) have become
successful with a first-in-class drug approved during the period.
These targets are the crown jewels of the recent decades’
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scientific advances (e.g. disease mechanism and OMICS [8–12]),
technological innovations (e.g. high-throughput screening [13],
combinatorial chemistry [14], fragment-based design [15]), and
new therapeutic approaches (e.g. monoclonal antibody [16],
biomarker-guided therapeutics [17]). While these targets have
successfully passed the rigorous clinical trial, some targets have
advanced to drug approval more speedily than others. Following
earlier study for prospective prediction of clinical success of the
targets of clinical trial drugs [18], features of these targets with
respect to their clinical timelines were analyzed for revealing
their speed-differentiating characteristics.

The therapeutic potential of targets has been assessed by
several such druggability characteristics as disease roles [1],
drug-binding site features [3, 19–25], drug-binding domain
relationships to pre-existing targets [1, 3, 26] and human
system features for on-target and off-target collateral effects
[3, 26–32]. Some drugs have benefited from the orphan drug
act [33], biomarker-guided patient stratification [17] and
selective targeting of disease-specific mutation [34]. Moreover,
∼25% of the clinical trials have been significantly delayed,
and ∼10% of the trials were terminated [35, 36] due to
recruitment shortfall [35], financial consideration [36] and
trial design (e.g. the superiority or inferiority trials of anti-
infectious drug are more difficult to evaluate than those
randomized double-blind placebo-controlled trials [37]). These
profiles were analyzed to reveal trial-speed differentiating
features.

Materials and methods
First-in-class drugs approved in 2004–17 and their
innovative targets

The drugs approved by the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) during the period of 2004–17 were collected from the Febru-
ary issues of Nature Reviews Drug Discovery, and the approval
year of each drug was further verified against the records in
Drugs@FDA database [38], developers’ public releases and lit-
eratures. The first-in-class drugs were selected based on the
descriptions in the FDA annual Novel Drug Summary (2011–
17) and the literatures [39], wherein the drugs were explic-
itly described as the first-in-class or of the new therapeutic
mechanism. For each drug with single reported target in the
searched source, that target was tentatively recorded as its effi-
cacy target. For each drug without target information or with ≥2
targets, its efficacy target(s) was (were) searched by literatures
on the basis that it (they) is (are) linked to the clinically tested
therapeutics using the established criterion of efficacy targets
(Supplementary Table S1). For multi-target drugs, the primary
efficacy targets were selected based on their essential roles in
the targeted disease(s) or the availability of other drugs in the
advanced development stages against the same target and the
same disease(s).

Drugs of the innovative targets in clinical trials during
1981–2017

All clinical trial drugs during 1981–2017 were collected from such
resources (Supplementary Table S2) as the PhRMA medicines
in development reports, the drug pipeline reports, annual
reports and announcements of 371 companies and 18 research
organizations, therapeutic target database (TTD) [7], IUPHAR/BPS
Guide to Pharmacology [40] and the reputable commercial
databases (MDL® Drug Data Report 2004, CenterWatch Drugs

in Clinical Trials 2007, Thomson Reuters PharmaTM 2010 and
2012, Springer AdisInsight 2015). Their annual trial status
in the period of 1981–2017 was further searched or verified
against the records in the NIH ClinicalTrials.gov [38], developer’s
public releases and literatures. Synonyms reported in these
sources were recorded and the duplicates were further removed.
For each drug with ≥2 clinical trials within the same year,
the highest trial phase was recorded for that year. These
drugs were compared with the approved drugs in the official
website of Drugs@FDA, popular databases (TTD, Drugbank
and ChEMBL) and literatures to remove those approved
before 2004. The targets of these drugs were searched and
compared to the innovative targets of the first-in-class drugs
approved during 2004–17 to select drug targeting one or more
of these innovative targets. These drugs were subsequently
used to determine the trial phase or approval status of each
innovative target in every year in 1981–2017. For targets with
≥2 drugs, the highest phase or approval status was recorded for
that year.

Druggability characteristics of the innovative targets

The disease role of each target was searched from the
literatures by keyword combinations between target names
and ‘disease’, ‘therapeutics’, ‘mechanism’ or ‘function’. The
drug-binding site features were searched from the literatures
by keyword combinations between target names and ‘binding
site’ or ‘binding’. The relationship between the drug-binding
domain of each target to that of pre-existing targets was
determined as follows: (1) sequence similarity between the
drug-binding domain of the target and the pre-existing targets
was computed using BLAST [41] with E-value of ≤0.001 and
0.001–0.05 for high and fair similarity, respectively; (2) the
affiliation of each target to drug-binding domain family of pre-
existing drugs (drug approved before year 2004) was assigned
by condition that the target is in a Pfam family [42] that
contains ≥1 pre-existing target (without an approved drug
before 2004).

The human systems features for the on-target collateral
effects were determined as following: (1) the human protein-
network of 8698 proteins and 45 932 protein-pairs was con-
structed based on the data of the STRING Database [43] with a
confidence score of ≥0.95 [43–46], which was used for computing
human biological network descriptors for each target based on
Cytoscape [47]. For the protein-pairs with one protein paired
to multiple subtypes of another protein, only one subtype was
counted, and the computed 224 popular descriptors include
the degree, betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, aver-
age shortest path length, topological coefficient, neighborhood
connectivity, closeness centrality, eccentricity, radiality, stress
and so on [48]; (2) the number of the human pathways mod-
ulated by a target is the sum of target-affiliated and target
immediate-downstream pathways in KEGG [49]; (3) the number
of human tissues in which each target distributes is deter-
mined by tissue-distribution data from TissueDistributionDBs
[50] (level-4), Uniprot [51] and literature search. A target was
assumed to be distributed in a tissue if ≥8% of the total protein
contents [3, 26, 50] are distributed in that tissue or the target con-
centration is higher than the average concentration of proteins
in that tissue. The human system feature for probing off-target
collateral effects is the number of human similarity proteins of
a studied target outside the target families [3, 26], which was
determined by the BLAST sequence similarity screening of the
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human proteins in Uniprot database [51] with a cutoff E-value of
<0.005.

Target-relevant features and patient clinical profiles of
the innovative targets

Besides the 227 human protein network and system features
described in the above section, four target-relevant features
(disease-specific target mutation [34], covalent drug binding
[52], biomarkers [17] and orphan drug status [33]) were collected
as follows: (1) the mode of actions of first-in-class drugs
against their innovative target were literature-searched for
discovering if that drug selectively-bind to its target with a
disease-specific target mutation [34, 53] or covalently-bind to
specific residue at the particular positions in target [54]; (2)
the biomarker status of each target was collected from the
latest version of FDA Pharmacogenomic Biomarkers in Drug
Labeling, TTD and literature search based on the keyword
combinations of ‘biomarker’, drug name and target name; (3)
the orphan drug status of each target was discovered from the
FDA Search Orphan Drug Designations and Approvals webpage
and literature search based on keyword combinations of ‘orphan
drug’, target name and drug name. The orphan status was
assigned to a target if its corresponding drug is designated
as an orphan drug for the approved treatment of the targeted
disease. Moreover, the population-based disease characteristics
(affected population size, death statistics, other life-threatening
diseases and problems caused) of each target were found via
a comprehensive literature search by keyword combinations of
targeted disease name, ‘patient’, ‘statistics’, ‘death’, ‘risk’ and
‘cause’.

Results and discussion
Clinical trial progression of the targets

The clinical trial progression (CTP) timelines of the 89 targets
from the earliest reported trial (dated back up to 1984) to
the 1st drug approval are shown in Figures 1–3 for three
pharmaceutical groups and Figures 4–6 for three disease
groups. Their features are summarized, which include (1)
targets, the corresponding first-in-class drugs and CTP timeline
(Supplementary Table S3); (2) the disease role and drug binding-
site profiles (Supplementary Table S4); (3) target-associated
biomarker status, orphan drug status, drug-binding domain
sequence similarity and family affiliation to pre-existing targets
(with an approved drug before 2004), human system features
of on-target (human protein-network topologies, modulated
pathways and distributed tissues) and off-target (similarity
proteins) collateral effects (Supplementary Table S5); and (4)
population-based disease characteristics including the affected
population size, death population per year and threat level
(Supplementary Tables S6 and S7). The CTP times are from
the earliest phase I to the 1st drug approval. There are 8, 28,
1 and 2 targets with their earliest reported trial traced only
up to phase I completion, phase II (II/III), phase II completion
and phase III, respectively. Their CTP time was thus putatively
estimated by adding the average time of the missing trial(s)
(1.5 years for phase I and 2.5 years for phase II [55]) to the time
from the earliest reported trial to the drug approval. The CTP
time of 13.5%, 21.3%, 34.8% and 30.3% of the 89 targets are
≤5, 6–8, 9–10 and >10 years, respectively. In particular, there
are eight infectious species targets (Supplementary Table S6)
such as HIV integrase, HCV NS5B, Anthrax PA, TB ATP synthase,

HCV NS3/4A, Fungal LeuRS, Clostridium difficile toxin B and CMV-
terminase with their CTP times of 6, 7, 7, 9, 9, 10, 10 and 12 years,
respectively.

Common druggability features

The established druggability features [1, 3, 19, 20] remain
important for the 89 targets. Although the common druggbility
characteristics, such as critical disease role, have been described
in literatures, it is worthwhile to summarize the actual
descriptions about these innovative targets, so as to aid the
future effort in the literature-based drug target discovery and
investigation. Based on literature reports (Supplementary Table
S4), all 89 targets play key roles as a driver (ALK), fundamental
reliance (VEGFR2), required (HIV-1 integrase), pivotal (BRaf
V600E), essential (CCR5), critical (IL-12/23 p40), crucial (anthrax
PA), the major contributor (Jak2), unique mechanism (guanylyl
cyclase C) and cause (GALNS) of the targeted disease. Their drug-
binding sites are distinguished in their structure, conformation,
residues, binding pocket or mRNA sequence. Their drug-binding
domains are of high (65.5%) or fair (34.5%) similarity to those
of pre-existing targets. Most (86.5%) targets are members of
pre-existing drug-binding domain families. For the 81 human
targets, the mean values of their human protein-network
druggability descriptors degree, betweenness and clustering
coefficient (9.17, 0.0012 and 0.13) are comparable to those of
pre-2008 targets (3.12–11.51, 0.0006–0.0012 and 0.0066–0.1512)
[27]. Most (81.5%, 85.2% and 74.1%) of the human targets are
affiliated with <5 human pathways, distributed in <5 human
tissues and similar to <15 human proteins outside the target
family, which are in broader ranges than the pre-2006 targets
(<3 human pathways, <5 human tissues and < 15 human
proteins) partly due to the emergence of orphan drugs [33],
mAbs [16] and biomarker-guided therapeutics [17], as well as
significantly expanded KEGG database (120 pathways in 2008
to 496 pathways in 2017). Overall, the 89 targets generally
occupy a narrow niche within the subspaces of the established
druggability features.

Clinical trial speed differentiating features

By adding the average time for completing phases I, II, III and
new drug application (1.5, 2.5, 2.5 and 1.5 years) [55], the cumu-
lative average of phase I to drug approval is 8 years. Thus, the
89 targets can be divided into 31 speedy and 58 non-speedy
ones with CTP time ≤8 and >8 years (Figures 7–9; Supplementary
Tables S3–S5). The speedy targets are mostly from the preexist-
ing target families (e.g. tyrosine kinases, GPCRs and proteases),
while the non-speedy targets are from more diverse, underex-
plored families/subfamilies, pathway sectors and drug molec-
ular types (e.g. serine/threonine kinases, pathway downstream
and immunoglobulins targeted by mAb). The majority (71.4%) of
14 biomarker-guided targets and the minority (28.0%) of 75 non-
biomarker ones are speedy (Figures 7–9). The median CTP time of
speedy biomarker and non-biomarker targets is 5.1 and 6.8 years,
respectively, and that of the non-speedy biomarker and non-
biomarker ones equal to 8.9 and 10 years, respectively. Biomarker
accelerates clinical trial with higher impact on speedy targets
possibly by synergistic combination of improved therapeutic
targeting and reduced chances of collateral effects.

The minority (34.6%) of 52 orphan drug targets and that
(35.1%) of 37 non-orphan ones are speedy (Figures 7–9). The
median CTP time for the speedy orphan and non-orphan drug
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Figure 1. The CTP of innovative targets of first-in-class small molecule drugs approved in 2004–17. The progression timeline of each target is from the year of 1st phase

I to the year of 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st approved drug and the corresponding disease indication are provided. Clinical trial or approval status of each year

is represented as follows: phase I (light blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and the 1st small molecule drug approval (light orange tablet).

The number (n) in each square indicates the number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each specific year, the question mark (?) inside the squares is a putatively

estimated earlier trial phase and the letter ‘c’ inside the squares denotes that a completion of a trial phase reported in that year. Abbreviations for target: ADRB3, Beta

3 adrenoceptor; Alk, ALK tyrosine kinase receptor; BCL-2, Apoptosis regulator Bcl-2; BRaf, proto-oncogene B-Raf; Btk, Btk tyrosine kinase; CCR5, CC-chemokine receptor

5; CDK4/6, cyclin-dependent kinase-4/6; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator; CLCN2, chloride channel protein 2; CPS1, carbamoyl phosphate

synthetase 1; CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; CYP17A1, cytochrome P450 17A1; CaSR, extracellular calcium sensing receptor; DPP4, dipeptidyl peptidase IV;

FXR, Farnesoid X receptor; HCN channel, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel; HDAC, histone deacetylase; IDH2, isocitrate dehydrogenase 2;

Jak2, Jak2 tyrosine kinase; Jak3, Jak3 tyrosine kinase; LFA-1, lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1; MEK, MEK protein kinase; MT1/2 receptor, melatonin MT1/2

receptor; Orexin receptor, OX1/2 orexin receptor; PAH, phenylalanine hydroxylase; PAR-1, protease-activated receptor-1; PARP, poly ADP ribose polymerase; PDE-4,

phosphodiesterase 4; PI3K delta, phosphoinositide-3 kinase delta; ROCK, rho kinase; Ret, Ret tyrosine kinase receptor; S1PR1, sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor 1;

SC5A2, sodium glucose transporter-2; sGC, soluble guanylyl cyclase; TPH, tryptophan hydroxylase; Transfer protein MTP, microsomal triglyceride transfer protein;

VEGFR2, VEGF-2 receptor. Abbreviation for disease: AML, acute myeloid leukemia; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; CIC, chronic idiopathic constipation; CLL, chronic

lymphocytic leukemia; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CTCL, cutaneous T-cell lymphoma; CTEPH, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension;

DACS, diarrhea associated with carcinoid syndrome; DED, dry eye disease; FH, familial hypercholesterolemia; FL, follicular lymphoma; HPA, hyperphenylalaninemia;

“”MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; MI, myocardial infarction; MM, multiple myeloma; MTC, medullary thyroid cancer; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma; NSCLC, non-small-

cell lung carcinoma; PAD, peripheral arterial disease; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PB,: primary biliary cholangitis; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; SHP,: secondary

hyperparathyroidism; SLL, small lymphocytic lymphoma.
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Figure 2. The CTP of the innovative targets of first-in-class biologics approved in 2004–17. The progression timeline of each target is from the year of 1st phase I to

the year of 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st approved drug and the corresponding disease indications are provided. The clinical trial or approval status of each

year is displayed as follows: phase I (light blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and the 1st drug approval (blue capsule, violet red tablet,

grey tablet and dark blue tablet for antibody, protein drug, antisense drug and proanthocyanidin oligomer, respectively). The number (n) in each square indicates the

number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each specific year, the question mark (?) inside the squares is a putatively estimated earlier trial phase and the letter ‘c’

inside the squares denotes that a completion of a trial phase reported in that year. Abbreviation for target: APOB mRNA, mRNA of apolipoprotein B; BDKRB2, Bradykinin

B2 receptor; BLyS ligand: B-lymphocyte stimulator ligand; Beta-G1, beta-glucuronidase; CD19, B-lymphocyte antigen CD19; CD38, cADPr hydrolase 1; CTLA-4, cytotoxic

T-lymphocyte protein-4; Channel ANO1, calcium-activated chloride channel; Dystrophin pre-mRNA, exon 51 of dystrophin pre-mRNA; GALNS, N-acetylgalactosamine

6 sulfatase; GC-C, guanylyl cyclase C; GLP-2, glucagon-like peptide 2; IGF1 receptor, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor; IL-12/23 p40, interleukin-12/23 subunit p40;

IL-17A, interleukin-17A ligand; IL-1B, interleukin-1 beta ligand; IL-4R alpha, IL-4 receptor alpha; IL-5, interleukin-5 ligand; IL-6, interleukin-6 ligand; IL-6R, interleukin-6

receptor; Lysosomal lipase, lysosomal acid lipase; PCSK9, proprotein convertase PC9; PD-1, programmed cell death protein 1; Phosphatase AP-TNAP, tissue non-specific

alkaline phosphatase; Plasma kallikrein, plasma kallikrein; RAMP, receptor activity modifying protein; RANKL, receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand;

SLAMF7, SLAM family member 7; SMN2 pre-mRNA, pre-mRNA of survival of motor neuron 2; TPO-R, thrombopoietin receptor; TPP1, tripeptidyl-peptidase 1; VEGF-A,

VEGF-A ligand; VLA-4 alpha, integrin alpha-4. Abbreviation for disease: AGL, acquired generalized lipodystrophy; B-ALL, B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia;

CAD, coronary artery disease; CGL, congenital generalized lipodystrophy; CIC, chronic idiopathic constipation; CRC, colorectal cancer; DMC, delayed methotrexate

clearance; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; FCAS, familial cold autoinflammatory syndrome; FH, familial hypercholesterolemia; FTT, failure to thrive; HAE,

hereditary angioedema; IBS-C, irritable bowel syndrome with constipation; ITP, immune thrombocytopenic purpura; LAL-D, lysosomal acid lipase deficiency; MCD,

multicentric Castleman disease; MM, multiple myeloma; MPS-II, mucopolysaccharidosis II; MPS-VI, mucopolysaccharidosis VI; MPS-VIA, mucopolysaccharidosis IVA;

MWS, Muckle–Wells syndrome; PNH, paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; SBS, short bowel syndrome; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SMA, spinal muscular

atrophy.
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Figure 3. The CTP of the innovative infectious disease specie target of the first-in-class drugs approved in 2004–17. The progression timeline of each target is from the

year of 1st phase I to the year of the 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st approved drug and the corresponding disease indications are provided. The clinical trial or

approval status of each year is shown as follows: phase I (light blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and 1st drug approval (light orange

tablet and blue capsule for small molecule and antibody, respectively). The number (n) in each square indicates the number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each

specific year, and the question mark (?) inside the squares indicates a putatively estimated earlier trial phase. Abbreviation for target: Anthrax PA, anthrax protective

antigen; C. difficile toxin B, Clostridium difficile toxin B; CMV-terminase, cytomegalovirus DNA terminase complex; Fungal LeuRS, fungal aureus leucyl-tRNA synthetase;

HCV NS3/4A, hepatitis C virus NS3/4A protease; HCV NS5B, hepatitis C NS5B polymerase; TB ATP synthase, mycobacterial ATP synthase. Abbreviation for disease: CDI,
Clostridium difficile infection; MDR-TB, multidrug-resistant tuberculosis.

targets equals to 4.8 and 6.9 years, respectively, and that for
the non-speedy orphan and non-orphan drug targets is 9.7 and
10.1 years, respectively. Orphan drug status accelerate clinical
trials of speedy targets by shortened trials [33] (the 2.1 years
reduction of the median CTP time is comparable to the 2.5 years
average for completing phase III trial [55]), but it has minor
impacts on non-speedy targets. Orphan status does not acceler-
ate the non-speedy targets partly because the collateral effects
like adverse drug reaction may result in patient dropout [56–
58], this dropout can have a higher impact on the recruitment
or replacement difficulties for orphan diseases [59], leading to
prolonged trial times.

CTP speed differentiating features were systematically
searched from a pool of 227 human systems and protein network
descriptors, four target-relevant features and three population-
based disease characteristics (Materials and methods). Based
on the comprehensive analysis on all these features, Student’s
t-test was applied to determine if the speedy and non-speedy
targets can be significantly differentiated from each other using
a given feature. As a result, 7 features exhibit high to moderate
variations between the speedy and non-speedy targets, which
are the neighborhood connectivity, degree, stress, number
of human similarity proteins, radiality, number of affiliated
human pathways and topological coefficient with unpaired t-
test P-values of 0.0005, 0.0028, 0.0070, 0.01, 0.0412, 0.0422 and
0.0669, respectively (Figure 10). The neighborhood connectivity
of a given target denotes the average number of the human
interacting proteins of its own neighbors (interacting proteins).
The degree refers to the total number of the interacting proteins
of a given target. The stress indicates the number of the
shortest paths passing through a target. The number of human
similarity protein denotes the number of human similarity
proteins of a target outside the corresponding target family. The
radiality is a centrality index of a studied target in the human
protein network. The number of affiliated pathways refers to
the total number of target-affiliated and target immediate-
downstream human pathways. The topological coefficient is
a relative measure for the extent to which a studied target
shares neighbors with other proteins. However, each feature
individually cannot satisfactorily differentiate speedy and non-
speedy targets. Hence, combinations of these features were
evaluated.

Simple rule for identifying the speedy human targets

Our comprehensive analysis led to a combination of 5 features
together with a simple rule for identifying the speedy human
targets, which is obeyed by 21 (75.0%) of the 28 speedy and only
unexpectedly misclassified 7 (13.2%) of 53 non-speedy human
targets [95% confidence interval (CI) = 2.00–4.22, P = 6.06 × 10–
7, Figures 7–9]. This simple rule states that a human target pos-
sessing the common druggability features may progress speedily
through clinical trials if it has no violation of all the following
criteria: (1) degree <15 in the human protein-interaction net-
work, (2) neighborhood connectivity <15 in the human protein-
interaction network, (3) affiliated with <5 human signal path-
ways, (4) distributed in <5 human tissues and (5) similar to <15
human similarity proteins outside the target family. Criteria (1)–
(4) weigh the likelihood of on-target collateral effect based on the
essentiality levels of the target and its nearest neighbors in the
human protein-network and the numbers of the drug-affected
pathways and tissues. Criterion (5) considers the chances of
off-target collateral drug interactions with human similarity
proteins outside the target families. These human physiology-
related effects are usually inadequately evaluated in preclinical
studies. The schematic workflow of the discovery of the clinical
trial speed differentiating features in this study was illustrated
in Figure 11. As shown, the 1st four criteria weigh the likelihood
of on-target collateral effects, while the last criterion considers
the off-target effects.

Violation of any of these five criteria likely increases the
chances of on-target and off-target collateral effects of the tar-
geted drugs, which may be circumvented in some extraordi-
nary circumstances. In one circumstance, disease-specific target
mutations may be selectively targeted with reduced interference
of the wild-type target, thereby avoiding the collateral effects
of the violation of the simple rule. For instance, BRaf V600E
mutation, which drives melanoma, is selectively targeted by
vemurafenib [60]. The PCSK9 gain-of-function mutations, caus-
ing autosomal dominant hypercholesterolemia, are specifically
targeted by Evolocumab [61]. Another circumstance is target
dispensability outside disease tissue. Btk, selectively inhibited by
the covalent-binding ibrutinib against B cell cancers, is dispens-
able outside the B-cell compartment [62], among few kinases
with a suitably positioned cysteine for selective covalent drug
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Figure 4. The CTP of the innovative targets of the first-in-class drugs approved in 2004–17 for treating cancers (Cancer) and diseases of musculoskeletal system

and connective tissue (Bone). The progression timeline of each target is from the year of 1st phase I to the year of the 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st

approved drug and the corresponding disease indications are provided. The clinical trial or approval status of each year is represented as follows: phase I (light

blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and the 1st drug approval (light orange tablet, blue capsule and violet red tablet for small molecule,

antibody and protein drug, respectively). The number (n) in each square indicates the number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each specific year, the question

mark (?) inside the squares indicates the putatively estimated earlier trial phase and the letter ‘c’ inside the squares denotes that a completion of a trial phase

reported in that year. Abbreviation for target: Alk, ALK tyrosine kinase receptor; BCL-2, apoptosis regulator Bcl-2; BLyS ligand, B-lymphocyte stimulator ligand; BRaf,
proto-oncogene B-Raf; Btk, Btk tyrosine kinase; CD19, B-lymphocyte antigen CD19; CD38, cADPr hydrolase 1; CDK4/6, cyclin-dependent kinase-4/6; CTLA-4, cytotoxic

T-lymphocyte protein-4; CXCR4, C-X-C chemokine receptor type 4; CYP17A1, cytochrome P450 17A1; HDAC, histone deacetylase; IDH2, isocitrate dehydrogenase

2; IL-6, interleukin-6 ligand; IL-6R, interleukin-6 receptor; Jak2, Jak2 tyrosine kinase; Jak3, Jak3 tyrosine kinase; MEK, MEK protein kinase; PARP, poly ADP ribose

polymerase; PD-1, programmed cell death protein 1; PI3K delta, phosphoinositide-3 kinase delta; RANKL, receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B ligand; Ret,
Ret tyrosine kinase receptor; SLAMF7, SLAM family member 7; VEGF-A, VEGF-A ligand; VEGFR2, VEGF-2 receptor. Abbreviation for disease (class): AML: acute myeloid

leukemia; B-ALL, B-cell precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia; BCC, basal cell carcinoma; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukemia; CRC, colorectal cancer; CTCL, Cutaneous

T cell lymphoma; FL, Follicular lymphoma; MCD, multicentric Castleman disease; MCL, mantle cell lymphoma; MM, multiple myeloma; MTC, medullary thyroid

cancer; NHL, non-Hodgkin lymphoma; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung carcinoma; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; SLE, systemic lupus erythematosus; SLL, small lymphocytic

lymphoma.

binding [54], and with certain on-target effects (e.g. toll-like
receptor signaling and B-cell adhesion) helpful to drug therapeu-
tic effect [62]. A third circumstance is drug selective evading of
collateral effects. IL-12/IL-23, targeted by ustekinumab against
psoriasis [63], has distinct binding epitope for enabling selec-
tive drug binding without affecting normal immune responses
and has conformational flexibility to prevent drug binding to

receptor-bound targets of Fc effector functions [63]. Among the
seven non-speedy targets unexpectedly misclassified by sim-
ple rules, four targets have had clinical trial drugs undergone
auction (APOB mRNA with Mipomersen), acquisition (BLyS lig-
and with Blisibimod and TPH with Telotristat) or licensing deal
(Channel ANO1 with Crofelemer) and one target with the long
trial absences (CYP17A1 with 20 years absence between the 1st
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Figure 5. The CTP of the innovative targets of the first-in-class drugs approved in 2004–17 for treating endocrine, nutritional and metabolic diseases (Metabo),

diseases of nervous system (Nerve) and diseases of the skin and subcutaneous tissue (Skin). The progression timeline of each target is from the year of 1st

phase I to year of 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st approved drug and the corresponding disease indications are provided. The clinical trial or approval

status of each year is represented as follows: phase I (light blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and the 1st drug approval (light

orange tablet, blue capsule, violet red tablet, grey tablet and dark blue tablet for small molecule, antibody, protein drug, antisense drug and proanthocyanidin

oligomer, respectively). The number (n) in each square is the number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each specific year, the question mark (?) inside the

squares indicates putatively estimated earlier trial phase and the letter ‘c’ inside the squares denotes that a completion of a trial phase reported in that year.

Abbreviation for target: APOB mRNA, mRNA of apolipoprotein B; Beta-G1, beta-glucuronidase; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator; CPS1,

carbamoyl phosphate synthetase 1; CaSR, extracellular calcium sensing receptor; DPP4, dipeptidyl peptidase IV; Dystrophin pre-mRNA, exon 51 of dystrophin pre-

mRNA; GALNS, N-acetylgalactosamine 6 sulfatase; IL-12/23 p40, interleukin-12/23 subunit p40; IL-17A, interleukin-17A ligand; IL-1B, interleukin-1 beta ligand; IL-
4R alpha, IL-4 receptor alpha; Lysosomal lipase, lysosomal acid lipase; MT1/2 receptor, melatonin MT1/2 receptor; Orexin receptor, OX1/2 orexin receptor; PAH,

phenylalanine hydroxylase; PCSK9, proprotein convertase PC9; Phosphatase AP-TNAP, tissue non-specific alkaline phosphatase; RAMP, receptor activity modifying

protein; S1PR1, sphingosine 1-phosphate receptor 1; SC5A2, sodium glucose transporter-2; SMN2 pre-mRNA, pre-mRNA of survival of motor neuron 2; TPP1, tripeptidyl-

peptidase 1; Transfer protein MTP, microsomal triglyceride transfer protein; VLA-4 alpha, integrin alpha-4. Abbreviation for disease (class): AGL, acquired generalized

lipodystrophy; CAD, coronary artery disease; CGL, congenital generalized lipodystrophy; DMD, Duchenne muscular dystrophy; FCAS, familial cold autoinflammatory

syndrome; FH, familial hypercholesterolemia; HPA, hyperphenylalaninemia; LAL-D, lysosomal acid lipase deficiency; MPS-II, mucopolysaccharidosis II; MPS-VI,
mucopolysaccharidosis VI; MPS-VIA, mucopolysaccharidosis IVA; MWS, Muckle–Wells syndrome; SHPT, secondary hyperparathyroidism; SMA, spinal muscular

atrophy.

drug Ketoconazole and next drug Abiraterone). These events
occur typically for financial reasons, a key factor for trial delay
[36].

Among those eight infectious species targets (Supplementary
Table S6), there are three speedy ones including HIV integrase,
HCV NS5B and Anthrax PA (CTP time of 6, 7 and 7 years, respec-
tively) and 5 non-speedy ones such as TB ATP synthase, HCV
NS3/4A, Fungal LeuRS, C. difficile toxin B and CMV-terminase
(TCP time of 9, 9, 10, 10 and 12 years, respectively). The median
CTP time of the speedy infectious species targets (7.1 years) is

longer than that (5.7 years) of the speedy human targets, partly
because anti-infection trials are more difficult to evaluate [37]. It
is noted that the targets of CTP time <10 years are associated
with a higher threat level (bioterror attack, higher death rate
and cause of life-threatening problems) affecting larger popu-
lations than the target of CTP time ≥10 years (Supplementary
Table S6). Moreover, those population-based disease character-
istics (affected population size, death population per year and
threat level) of non-infectious species targets were also col-
lected (Supplementary Table S7) and analyzed. As shown, there
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Figure 6. The CTP of the innovative targets of the first-in-class drugs approved in 2004–17 for treating infectious and parasitic diseases (Infect), diseases of the digestive

system (Digest), diseases of the circulatory system (Circul), disorders involving the immune mechanism (Immu), diseases of the blood and blood-forming organs (Hema),

diseases of the respiratory system (Resp), diseases of the eye and adnexa (Opht) and other diseases (Others). The progression timeline of each target is from the year

of 1st phase I to the year of 1st drug approval. The name of the 1st approved drug and the corresponding indications are provided. The clinical trial or approval status

of each year is represented as follows: phase I (light blue square), phase II (light green square), phase III (yellow square) and 1st drug approval (light orange tablet, blue

capsule, violet red tablet and grey tablet for small molecule, antibody, protein and peptide and antisense drugs, respectively). The number (n) in each square indicates

the number of clinical trial drugs of all phases in each specific year, the question mark (?) inside the squares indicates a putatively estimated earlier trial phase and the

letter ‘c’ inside the squares denotes that a completion of a trial phase reported in that year. Abbreviation for target: ADRB3, beta 3 adrenoceptor; Anthrax PA, anthrax

protective antigen; BDKRB2, bradykinin B2 receptor; C. difficile toxin B, Clostridium difficile toxin B; CCR5, CC-chemokine receptor 5; CLCN2, chloride channel protein

2; CMV-terminase, cytomegalovirus DNA terminase complex; Channel ANO1, calcium-activated chloride channel; FXR, Farnesoid X receptor; Fungal LeuRS, fungal

aureus leucyl-tRNA synthetase; GC-C, guanylyl cyclase C; GLP-2, glucagon-like peptide 2; HCN channel, hyperpolarization-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated channel;

HCV NS3/4A, hepatitis C virus NS3/4A protease; HCV NS5B, hepatitis C virus NS5B polymerase; IGF1 receptor, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor; IL-5, interleukin-5

ligand; LFA-1, lymphocyte function-associated antigen-1; PAR-1, protease-activated receptor-1; PDE-4, phosphodiesterase 4; ROCK, rho kinase; sGC, soluble guanylyl

cyclase; TB ATP synthase, mycobacterial ATP synthase; TPH, tryptophan hydroxylase; TPO-R, thrombopoietin receptor. Abbreviation for disease (class): CDI, Clostridium

difficile infection; CIC, chronic idiopathic constipation; COPD, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; CTEPH, chronic thromboembolic pulmonary hypertension; DACS,

diarrhea associated with carcinoid syndrome; DED, dry eye disease; DMC, delayed methotrexate clearance; FTT, failure to thrive; HAE, hereditary angioedema; IBS-
C, irritable bowel syndrome with constipation; ITP, immune thrombocytopenic purpura; MDR-TB, multidrug-resistant tuberculosis; MI, myocardial infarction; PAD,

peripheral arterial disease; PAH, pulmonary arterial hypertension; PBC, primary biliary cholangitis; PNH, paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria; SBS, short bowel

syndrome.

is no clear difference in any of the population-based disease
characteristics between the speedy and the non-speedy human
targets.

Conclusion
Drug development processes, particularly the clinical trials, are
costly and time consuming. Investigations of the druggability
and clinical features of targets [1, 3, 20, 26–29, 33–37] and the
drug-like and clinical profiles of drugs [39, 64–66] facilitate better

understanding of the key factors that affect drug development
and CTP speed, therefore providing useful clues for improving
the efficiencies of drug discovery and development process. Our
study showed that such a study is able to reveal the CTP speed
differentiating features of the targets of the first-in-class drugs,
from which a simple rule can be derived for identifying a speedy
human target. As more innovative therapeutic targets [67] and
agents [68, 69] are being explored, more extensive knowledge
may be gained about the factors that affect the progression
speed of the drug/target development and clinical trials.
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Figure 7. The speedy human targets of the first-in-class small molecule drugs (part A) and biologics (part B) arranged by the CTP time,and judged by the five criteria

(D, N, S, P and T) of the simple rule for identifying the speedy human targets together with the orphan drug and biomarker status. The CTP time is the number of years

for a target to proceed from the 1st phase I to the first-in-class drug approval. The speedy targets are with CTP time ≤8. D, N, S, P and T represents the criterion of the

degree in the human protein-interaction network, neighborhood connectivity in the human protein-interaction network, human pathway affiliation and human tissue

distribution respectively. A green, red or orange circle indicates the pass of a criterion, violation of a criterion or violation of a criterion that may be circumvented by

selective targeting of disease specific target mutation. An upward arrow or star on the right indicates the orphan drug or biomarker status. The number on the further

right indicates the CTP time.

Figure 8. The non-speedy human targets of the first-in-class small molecule drugs (part A) and biologics (part B) arranged by the CTP time and judged by the five

criteria (D, N, S, P and T) of the simple rule for identifying the speedy human targets together with the orphan drug and biomarker status. The non-speedy targets are

with CTP time >8 years. The CTP time of the targets in this figure is within the range of 8 to 10 years. The labels and legends are the same as Figure 7.

Key Points
• An outstanding issue in drug development is the high

cost in clinical trials, and no exploration has been con-
ducted to find the features affecting the drug/target
CTP.

• This study developed a method that can identify the
targets of speedy progression through clinical trials and
discovered and validated a simple rule for identifying
targets of speedy clinical progression.

• This work added significant knowledge to the key
factors governing the CTP speed and enabled targets
assessment and the prioritization of drug development
efforts in clinical trials.

Supplementary Data

Supplementary data are available online at https://academic.
oup.com/bib.
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Figure 9. The non-speedy human targets of the first-in-class small molecule drugs (part A) and biologics (part B) arranged by the CTP time and judged by the five

criteria (D, N, S, P and T) of the simple rule for identifying the speedy human targets together with the orphan drug and biomarker status. The non-speedy targets are

with CTP time >8 years. The targets of this figure are with CTP time >10 years. The labels and legends are the same as Figure.7.

Figure 10. The box plot comparisons of seven features exhibiting high to moderate levels of variations between the speedy (orange color marked bars) and non-speedy

targets (blue color marked bars). The P-values are provided at the bottom of each box plot.
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Figure 11. Schematic workflow of the discovery of the clinical trial speed differentiating feature in this study. The 1st four criteria weigh the likelihood of on-target

collateral effects based on the essentiality level of the target and its nearest neighbors in the human protein-network and the number of drug-affected pathways and

tissues. The last criterion considers the chance of off-target collateral drug interactions with human similarity proteins outside the target family.
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